Introduction

4.
Preserve charge or divergence locally (and globally).
Conditionally stable.
6. Non-dissipative.
7.
Accurate for nonorthogonal grids.
In this paper we will present three new algorithms which meet the above criteria. 
As we wiU be using a leapfrog style time integration method, the magnetic field vectors will be associated with half-integer times, tk+_, and the electric field vectors will be associated with integer times, t h. For a particular primary cell face, we define the area-normal vector to be N = f n dS, where n is a unit surface normal defined by the right-hand rule in relation to a specified drculation around the perimeter of the cell face. It is easily shown that N is uniquely determined by the perimeter of the surface and is independent of the actual interior surface shape. This fact allows for simple computations of N using piecewise planar approximating surfaces. Using (2) for the primary grid face, F, we define the time derivative of the normal component of the magnetic field to be: F. We will assume that the face F is defined by P primary edges and nodes, with the i th node being located at the intersection of the consecutive edges i and ra = (i rood P) + 1.
Also, we assume that the face F is shared by Nc primary grid ceils, where by construction:
Nc -1 for boundary faces and Arc -2 for interior faces. We will denote by Fid, the face of cell j (other than F) which shares edge i. Fig. 4 depicts these associations for a dual edge associated with a primary face defined by five primary edges. At each of the P nodes of face F, we will unfold -Arcvector values dB_j/dt by solving the 3 x 3 system of equations: 
where the weight 
where At is the specified timestep size. Finally, a time advanced value of the projection of the magnetic field onto the dual edge, s*, which penetrates the primary cell face, F, is easily obtained using:
(H.-')k+½ _ B k+½"s*,
where p is an appropriate permeability value. If the permeability is discontinuous then a value can be determined by an appropriate average as is done for FDTD algorithms.
It is important to note that the first equation in (4) 
where the sum runs over all the faces Fi of the closed cell C. The last sum is zero because each edge of C will be traversed twice, once in each direction.
Thus we see that the local divergence of the time derivative of the magnetic field vector is zero and so if the initial fields have zero local divergence, then (8) and (9) prove that zero divergence of the time advanced fields will be conserved.
To time advance the electric field vectors which are associated with each dual cell face, we proceed in a manner which is exactly "dual" to the magnetic field procedure described above. For any dual cell face, we define the dual area-normal vector to be N* = f n* dS*, where n* is a unit dual surface normal defined by the right-hand rule in relation to a specified circulation around the perimeter of the dual cell face. Using (1) for a given dual grid face F*, we define the time derivative of the normal component of the electric displacement vector to be:
Again, the last integral in (10) is easily computed by summing the projections of the magnetic field on the edges defining the dual cell face. This can be done for each dual cell face.
The next step in the algorithm
is to use these time derivatives of the normal components of the electric field to compute a full vector value of dD_. dr for the dual cell face, F*. We will assume that the face F* is defined by P* dual edges and nodes, with the i th dual node being located at the intersection of dual edges i and rn = (i mod P*) + 1. Also, we assume that the dual face F* is shared by N_ dual cells. We will denote by F/*j, the dual face of dual cell j (other than F*) which shares dual edge i. The full D vector for the dual face, F*, may now be advanced in time using the time-centered leapfrog algorithm:
where At is the specified timestep size. Finally, a time advanced value of the projection of the electric field onto the primary edge, s, which penetrates the dual cell face, F*, is easily obtained using: We first consider a simple problem which is designed to provide some assessment of the wave propagation characteristics of the new algorithm.
We consider the propagation of a TElo signal in a rectangular waveguide which is 1 meter in width, 0.3 meters in height, and
meters in length.
The signal is initiated in the wavegnide by specifying the tangential field, E_, at the left boundary (y = 0.0). The function used to drive this signal is:
We assume that all of the waveguide wails are perfect electric conductors, i.e. Etan = 0. Normalized values for the material parameters e and/_ are used: e = 1.0, and/_ = 1.0.
The signal is allowed to propagate until t = 8. The analytic solution for this problem has been derived and computed so we may examine the errors precisely.
We have used a variety of grids to numerically solve this problem. Clearly one simple grid for this problem is an orthogonal hexahedral grid. However, to demonstrate the ability to use nonorthogonal grids, we deliberately skew the 10 x 100 x 3 grid so that it is composed of nonorthogonal hexahedrons as shown in Fig. 7 Another problem that has a known analytic solution is that of a pulsed dipole radiating in free space. We assume that a dipole is located at the origin and is oriented in the zdirection.
We will drive it for a finite amount of time with the pnlsed amplitude function f(t) = g(a(t)), where c_(t) = 4 x 10 7 -1, and where
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